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Spy Tools Directory Launches Spy Gadgets Category
New Category Offers Unique Spy Gadget Items For Use in Everyday Situations

4/07/04 - The Spy Tools Directory announced yet another expansion today, the 'Spy 
Gadgets' category (http://www.spy-tools-directory.com/spy-gadgets/), offering items 
such as telephone voice changers, diversion safes, dog chasers and repellants, and other 
unique novelty spy items.

"Ever wished you could own those cool gadgets used by Agent 007? Well, now you can!" 
stated Steve Salm, lead editor. "This is a fun, new category, and we're glad to make it a 
part of our ever expanding Directory."

The new category offers listings for businesses offering items that are considered 'spy 
tools', but do not necessarily fall under the existing categories of the directory (such as 
spy software, surveillance equipment, etc.)

"We have had a lot of visitors searching our site for inexpensive spy gadgets, but up until 
now we didn't have any resources available to point those visitors to. Now, we hope to 
accommodate them with this new category."

The category allows visitors to see pictures of the items they are browsing, along with 
detailed information about each, and contains links to websites where those spy gadget 
items may be purchased online.

For more information, please visit the "Spy Gadgets" category of the Spy Tools Directory 
online at: www.spy-tools-directory.com
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Spy Tools Directory Launches Spy Gadgets Category

About Spy Tools Directory
Spy Tools Directory was launched in 2003 to serve as the authoritative resource on 
topics related to the field of Private Investigations. With hundreds of listings featuring 
such products as spy software, spy cameras, and private investigator agency resources, 
the site has quickly become one of the largest and most respected industry-specific 
directories on the Web. The site currently offers free website listings to private 
investigators, spy software vendors, and surveillance equipment manufacturers world-
wide.
For more information, please visit the Spy Tools Directory on the web at:
http://www.spy-tools-directory.com.
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